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Stentec Software is situated in Heeg the Netherlands. The company from now 12 people is 
specialized in developing simulation and GPS-navigation software with a growing team 
experienced software developers.   
 
Stentec was founded in 1983 by Ir. Wouter Kuik as a consulting office 
for the development of wind turbines. Until 2003 Stentec developed its 
own aeroelastic design software to run projects for Dutch and German 
manufacturers as well as research institutes.  
 

 
The wind turbine technology and the experience of sailing 
were used to develop a simulator to experience realistic 
sailing on the PC. This program was called Sail Simulator. 
From 1991 until now more then 70.000 samples were 
successfully sold world wide. More simulation programs 
did follow (Motorboat Simulator, wind farm and ship 
simulations).  

 
From 2003 they are all based on Stentec DirectX simulation engine 
running on Windows 98 to Vista and support modern 3D-video 
cards. 
 
From 1998 the development was started of WinGPS navigation 
software for the leisure and small commercial boating market. 
High priority was given to boat show participation, customers-
service and online sales through www.stentec.com. 

 
The release of a new series of WinGPS 4 navigation 
programs for PC and PDA in combination with 
DKW1800-series resulted around 2003 in a leading 
position on the Dutch leisure boating market. The 
unique combination of navigation and simulation 
technology will be used increase sales on the 
international market mainly using the Internet to 
reach consumers and dealers world wide.   
 

 
During the last 3 years the development was mainly focussed on Stentec’s 
own navigation and simulation software and less on B2B projects. Now, 
favouring a stable market position, preparations are made to found a second 
company in a central place in the Netherlands (Utrecht). This new company, 
probably be called Stentec Projects allows further grow based on B2B 
projects using Stentec’s DirectX Simulation and navigation technology.  
 
 
more info: 
Stentec Software 
www.stentec.com  


